
Choosing a Location for Your Prospecting
When filming for that all-important video message to a

potential client, location needs to be appealing for your

audience. In this video, Shootsta share with us 4 tips to

think about when choosing a location to film including the

'spinny-thingy test', avoiding your friends talking on the

phone and resisting the urge to film against a white wall.

But why?

PERFECT YOUR VIDEOS

Why Video Prospecting is Essential
If you aren’t using video prospecting as part of your sales

outreach, you’re falling behind. With video predicted to

account for over 80% of all internet traffic each year, it

needs to be part of your strategy. Many businesses still

aren’t utilising video properly and are not including it in

their prospecting. Let’s face it, cold calling and sending

emails has a place, but video prospecting is the new kid

on the block, so here are three key reasons why video

prospecting must become an essential part of your sales

strategy...
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Last Saturday marked World Suicide Prevention Day and now moving from lockdown into another stressful period with
a financial crisis looming, the mental health conversation has to be addressed. 

Thankfully, there has been more talk in the media around men’s mental health, notably with Paddy ‘the Baddy’
Pimblett sending a powerful message after his UFC fight back in July.

Sadly the facts don’t lie… 
❤ 75% of all suicides are male 
❤ Women are more likely to report suicidal thoughts and an attempted suicide, men are more likely to commit suicide 
❤ 45-49 is the highest rate of all suicides in both males and females 
❤ Suicide is the leading cause of death for men under 50 

At The Growth Hub, we are committed to continuing the conversation around mental health. Stella Round will be
joined by Jason Wyatt, George Anderson and Chris Hatfield as they share their personal experiences and what more
we can do to support friends & colleagues. 

Sales can be a stressful environment, so give your team the chance to listen, talk and join us on 12 October, 11am.
Available on playback if you register before the day. REGISTER HERE.

Thanks
Steve
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